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Abstract—The UFMC modulation is among the most consid-
ered solutions for the realization of beyond-OFDM air interfaces
for future wireless networks. This paper focuses on the design
and analysis of an UFMC transceiver equipped with multiple
antennas and operating at millimeter wave carrier frequencies.
The paper provides the full mathematical model of a MIMO-
UFMC transceiver, taking into account the presence of hybrid
analog/digital beamformers at both ends of the communication
links. Then, several detection structures are proposed, both for
the case of single-packet isolated transmission, and for the case of
multiple-packet continuous transmission. In the latter situation,
the paper also considers the case in which no guard time among

adjacent packets is inserted, trading off an increased level of
interference with higher values of spectral efficiency. At the
analysis stage, the several considered detection structures and
transmission schemes are compared in terms of bit-error-rate,
root-mean-square-error, and system throughput. The numerical
results show that the proposed transceiver algorithms are effec-
tive and that the linear MMSE data detector is capable of well
managing the increased interference brought by the removal of
guard times among consecutive packets, thus yielding throughput
gains of about 10 - 13 %. The effect of phase noise at the receiver
is also numerically assessed, and it is shown that the recursive
implementation of the linear MMSE exhibits some degree of
robustness against this disturbance.

Index Terms—5G, 5G-and-beyond, universal filtered multicar-
rier modulation, UFMC, MIMO, millimeter wave, beamforming,
phase noise, transceiver design, adaptive algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The research activity on modulation formats alternative to

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) for the

fifth-generation (5G) and beyond of wireless cellular systems

has been very intensive in the last decade [1]–[3]. Indeed,

even though the first 5G New Radio standalone specification

still relies on OFDM with flexible numerology [4], 3GPP

has not yet thoroughly addressed the use-case of massive

machine-type-communications (mMTC) as well as the choice

of the modulation format at above-30 GHz carrier frequencies;

moreover, new use-cases are recently arising, such as high

data-rate mMTC, which indicate that the dispute about the
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modulation formats and waveforms is not at all close to

its end. Based on the consideration that OFDM exhibits

some key drawbacks such as considerable out-of-band (OOB)

emissions, spectral inefficiency due to the use of the cyclic

prefix, vulnerability to non-linearities in power amplifiers due

to large peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR), and consider-

able inter-carrier interference in the case of imperfect timing

and frequency synchronization, several alternative modulation

schemes have been proposed, such as filter bank multicarrier

(FBMC) [2], [5], [6], filtered-OFDM [7], flexible-OFDM [8],

weighted overlap and add based OFDM (WOLA-OFDM) [9]

generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) [10],

[11], universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) [12], [13], index

modulation [14].

Among these, UFMC modulation has received prominent

attention. Introduced in [15] in the framework of the EU-

funded Horizon2020 research project 5G-NOW, UFMC is

an intermediate scheme between filtered-OFDM and FBMC.

While in filtered OFDM the whole OFDM signal is filtered to

reduce OOB emissions and achieve better spectral containment

[7], and while in FBMC each subcarrier is individually filtered

[2], in UFMC the subcarriers are grouped in contiguous,

non-overlapping blocks, called subbands, and each subband

is individually filtered [12]. Filtering at the subband level

is motivated by the fact that time-frequency misalignment

typically occurs between entire blocks of subcarriers; more-

over, and mostly important, the adoption of subband-wise

filtering permits employing filters with a larger bandwidth and,

consequently, with a shorter impulse response than that of the

filters used in FBMC.

First papers dealing with the UFMC modulation and high-

lighting its advantages with respect to OFDM were [12],

[15], [16]. The paper [17] shows that UFMC has increased

robustness to timing and frequency synchronization errors

and introduces the concept of autonomous timing advance, a

mechanism enabling the system to operate based on open-loop

synchronization only. Papers [18]–[20] deal with the problem

of filter shape optimization; in particular, reference [18] ap-

plies Bohman filter-based pulse shaping with combination of

antipodal symbol-pairs to the edge-subcarriers of the subbands

in order to reduce the spectral leakage into adjacent subbands;

the paper [19] designs nearly equi-ripple filters in the stopband

by solving an optimization problem where the passband ripple

is constrained and the maximum ripple in the stopband is

minimized; in [20], instead, a filter design procedure is pro-

posed in order to minimize the leakage due to frequency and

timing synchronization errors. In order to reduce interference

among signals in adjacent subbands, papers [21], [22] propose
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active interference cancellation schemes based on the solution

of optimization problems aimed at determining the weighting

coefficients for interference removal. The problem of channel

estimation in UFMC transceivers is tackled in [23], while in

[24] authors propose a "flexible" version of UFMC that permits

integrating multiple frame structures with different subcarrier

spacing in one radio carrier.

Surprisingly enough, the above papers mainly deal with

discrete-time single-antenna transceivers operating over a sim-

ple channel, usually modeled as a discrete-time linear-time-

invariant filter. On the other hand, it is well known that current

(and future) wireless networks heavily rely on the use of

multiple antennas, that are needed both to provide diversity

performance gains and to multiplex several users on the same

time-frequency resource slot. How UFMC modulation can be

adapted to and take advantage of transceivers using multiple

antennas is a topic that, to the best of authors’ knowledge,

appears to have been neglected so far. Likewise, the above

cited papers refer to the case in which sub-6 GHz carrier

frequencies are used, while no studies are available on the use

of UFMC at millimeter wave (mmWave) carrier frequencies.

The use of mmWave, indeed, is one of the three key technolo-

gies1 needed to achieve the envisioned 1000x throughput gain

with respect to the current generation of wireless networks

[25]. Using high carrier frequencies permits taking advantage

of large and unused frequency bands, making it possible to

seamlessly provide Gbit/s data rates to mobile users. On the

other hand, mmWave carrier frequencies are essentially a

short range (up to 100-200 m) technology given the increased

path-loss and blockage effects [26], and need to be used in

conjunction with multiple antennas, since large array gains are

useful to compensate for increased path-loss. Papers [27], [28]

illustrate the main differences and technological challenges

that the use of (possibly massive) MIMO transceivers poses at

mmWave carrier frequencies with respect to traditional sub-

6 GHz frequencies. In particular, at mmWave frequencies

the channel impulse response has a sparse nature; hardware

constraints prevent the adoption of fully digital beamforming

structures [29]; and, moreover, phase noise, which arises pre-

dominantly due to imperfections of the local oscillator (LO) in

the transceivers, has a detrimental effect on the system perfor-

mance and cannot be neglected [30]. Accordingly, the design

of wireless transceivers for mmWave carrier frequencies has

to face different challenges and constraints with respect to the

ones that hold for systems at sub-6 GHz frequencies.

A. Paper contribution

This paper, to the best of authors’ knowledge, is the first

one to propose and analyze UFMC modulation for MIMO

wireless link operating at mmWave carrier frequencies. The

contribution of this paper may be summarized as follows. First

of all, the paper provides the full mathematical model for a

MIMO UFMC transceiver, taking into account the presence of

hybrid analog/digital beamformers, and the use of a number

of RF chains smaller than the number of antennas. Then, the

1The other two technologies are the densification of the network with
small-size cells and the use of large scale antenna arrays, i.e. massive MIMO.

paper proposes and analyzes several data detection structures,

including linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) de-

tectors, with different degrees of adaptiveness and tracking

capabilities, with different amounts of complexity, and that

do not require an explicit channel estimation phase at the

receiver. The proposed receivers are shown to exhibit much

better performance than the traditional ones, as detailed for

instance in [12], especially when inter-packet interference is

considered. While traditionally UFMC packets are spaced by

some guard-time, the paper also proposes a new "compact"

UFMC transmission, wherein no guard interval is included

among consecutive packets; interestingly, the MMSE-based

receivers are capable to automatically adapt to the new trans-

mission format and to combat the increased interference that

it generates. In order to avoid the need for feeding back

channel state information at the transmitter, the paper also

proposes and analyzes the use of a novel channel-independent

beamformer at the transmitter. Finally, the proposed data

detection algorithms are also tested in the presence of phase

noise at the receiver. Numerical results will show that the new

"compact" UFMC format coupled with the MMSE receivers

has the capability of providing increased throughput, as well

as that the recursive implementations of the linear MMSE

receiver exhibit increased robustness against the effects of

receiver phase noise.

This paper is organized as follows. Next section contains

some preliminary derivations on the mathematical model of a

single-antenna UFMC transceiver and on the MIMO channel

model at mmWave carrier frequencies. Section III shows how

UFMC can be coupled with the use of multiple antennas, by

providing also some transceiver algorithms for the case of

single-packet transmission. In Section IV we consider the case

in which a linear MMSE equalizer and data detector is used

at the receiver; several versions of this structure are proposed,

one based on the use of time-averaged batch estimates, and two

others based on the use of recursive algorithms with learning

capabilities. The use of a channel independent beamformer

is also illustrated in Section IV. Section V deals with the

system performance analysis, and thus contains the definition

of the used performance measures, a theoretical analysis about

the system bit-error-rate (BER), and the discussion about the

obtained numerical results. Finally, concluding remarks are

given in Section VI, while briefs on the used model for the

phase noise are reported in the Appendix.

B. Notation

The following notation is used in the paper. Bold lowercase

letters (such as a) denote column vectors, bold uppercase

letters (such as A) denote matrices, non-bold letters a and A
denote scalar values. The transpose, the inverse, the Moore-

Penrose generalized inverse and the conjugate transpose of a

matrix A are denoted by AT , A−1, A+ and AH , respectively.

The trace of the matrix A is denoted as tr(A). The n-th entry

of the vector a is denoted as a(n) and the n-th column and the

n-th row of the matrix A are denoted as A(:, n) and A(n, :),
respectively. The N -dimensional identity matrix is denoted as

IN and the (N ×M)-dimensional matrix with all zero entries
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Figure 1. Block scheme of the UFMC single antenna transceiver.

is denoted as 0N×M . The vectorization operator is denoted

by vec(·) and the Kronecker product is denoted by ⊗. The

block-diagonal matrix obtained from matrices A1, . . . ,AN is

denoted by blkdiag(A1, . . . ,AN ). The Dirac’s delta pulse is

denoted as δ(t). The statistical expectation operator is denoted

as E[·]; CN
(
µ, σ2

)
denotes a complex circularly symmetric

Gaussian random variable with mean µ and variance σ2, while

U(a, b) denotes a random variable that is uniformly distributed

in [a, b]. The complementary error function is denoted as

erfc(·).

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Review of single-antenna UFMC modulation

We start with providing the mathematical model of the

UFMC modulation format in a single-antenna scenario. We

build upon papers [13], [31] and provide the mathematical

description of the block-schemes therein reported. This model

will be then used in Section III to design the MIMO-UFMC

transceiver operating at mmWave frequencies.

We refer to the block-scheme reported in Fig. 1. We

assume that the k subcarriers are split in B subbands of D
subcarriers each (thus implying that k = BD). We focus

on the transmission of a single packet of k data symbols,

arranged into the k-dimensional vector s; the case of multiple

packet transmission will be addressed with reference to the

general MIMO architecture in the next section. Let si be a

k-dimensional vector whose n-th entry si, (n) is defined as

follows

si, (n) ,

{
s(n) n = iD, iD + 1, . . . , (i+ 1)D − 1
0 otherwise

, (1)

for i = 0, . . . , B − 1 and n = 0, . . . , k − 1. Defining the

matrices

Pi = diag


[ 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

iD

1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−(i+1)D

]


 , i = 0, . . . , B− 1 ,

it is easily seen that si = Pis. The vectors si go through an

IFFT transformation; letting Wk,IFFT denote the (k × k)-
dimensional matrix representing the isometric IFFT transfor-

mation2, we have

s̃i = IFFT(si) = Wk,IFFTPis . (2)

The vectors s̃i then undergo a finite impulse response (FIR)

passband filtering in order to improve their frequency lo-

calization property. Any passband FIR filter can be used; a

customary choice is to resort to Dolph-Chebyshev discrete-

time window, that permits controlling the side-lobes level

with respect to the peak of the main lobe. Denoting by

g , [g0, g1, . . . , gL−1]
T the L-dimensional vector representing

the Dolph-Chebyshev prototype filter, the FIR filter used in the

i-th subband to process the vector s̃i is denoted by gi and its

entries gi,0, gi,1, . . . , gi,L−1 are defined as follows

gi,ℓ = gie
j2π

Fiℓ

k , i = 0, . . . , B − 1, ℓ = 0, . . . , L− 1 , (3)

with Fi , D−1
2 + iD the normalized frequency shift of the

filter tuned to the i-th subband. Denoting by Gi the toeplitz

[(k + L − 1)× k]-dimensional matrix describing the discrete

convolution operation with the filter gi, at the output we have

the following (k + L− 1)-dimensional vector

zi = Gis̃i = GiWk,IFFTPis . (4)

The vectors zi are summed together, multiplied by the ampli-

fication factor
√
PT and transmitted. The propagation channel

is modeled as a discrete-time FIR filter of length Lch, repre-

sented by the Lch-dimensional vector h. Denoting by Mh the

[(k+L+Lch− 2)× (k+L− 1)]-dimensional toeplitz matrix

describing the convolution with the channel h, the discrete-

time version of the received signal is written as the following

(k + L+ Lch − 2)-dimensional vector

y =
√
PTMh

(
B−1∑

i=0

GiWk,IFFTPi

)
s +w , (5)

with w the additive white Gaussian noise contribution. Given

Eq. (5), it is easily recognized that we have a standard linear

model for the received signal, similar for instance to what

happens in multiuser code-division multiple access systems or

in single-user MIMO links, and several linear and non-linear

data detection schemes can be used. Under the considered

ideal conditions3, however, a very simple processing may

be used based, similarly to what happens in OFDM, on the

use of an FFT and of a simple one-tap frequency-domain

equalization. In particular, first of all the last Lch−1 symbols

are removed from the received vector y. Letting DLch−1 be a

[(k+L− 1)× (k+L+Lch− 2)]-dimensional matrix defined

as

DLch−1 = [Ik+L−1 0k+L−1,Lch−1] (6)

2The (m,n)-th entry of Wk,IFFT is thus 1
√

k
ej2π(m−1)(n−1)/k .

3Note that we are considering the isolated transmission of a single
UFMC block (i.e. no interblock interference is present), perfectly linear
power amplifiers, no phase noise at the receiver, and perfect time-frequency
synchronization.
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in matrix notation we have

ỹ = DLch−1y . (7)

The vector ỹ, of dimension k + L − 1 is then zero-padded

and FFTed on 2k points. Letting W2k,FFT denote the 2k-

points isometric FFT4, we thus obtain the 2k-dimensional

vector r = W2k,FFTy. This vector is finally downsampled

by a factor of 2 to obtain a k-dimensional vector, that we

denote by r. Now, under the cited ideal conditions, an almost

interference-free soft estimate of the transmitted data vector s

can be easily obtained. Indeed, letting h̃(n) and g̃i,(n) denote

the n-th coefficient of the isometric 2k-points FFT of the

channel vector h and of the i-th subband filter gi, respectively,

it can be shown that the q-th entry of r is expressed as

r(q) ≈
2k√
2
h̃(2q−1)G⌊q/D⌋(2q − 1)s(q) + w̃(2q−1), (8)

with q = 1, . . . , k, and with w̃(ℓ) the ℓ-th coefficient of the

isometric 2k-points FFT of the noise vector w. Notice that Eq.

(8) does not hold with perfect equality since we, according to

the main UFMC references, have removed the last Lch − 1
symbols from the received vector y. Actually, for the case

of a single-packet isolated transmission there is no reason to

remove these samples (provided that L + Lch − 2 ≤ k), so

that Eq. (8) may hold with an equality sign. It is thus seen

that data symbols are almost interference-free, and so a soft

estimate of the q-th entry of s is obtained as

ŝ(q) ≈
√
2

2k

r(q)

h̃(2q−1)g̃⌊q/D⌋,(2q−1)

= s(q) +

√
2

2k

w̃(2q−1)

h̃(2q−1)g̃⌊q/D⌋,(2q−1)

.

(9)

The processing reported in (9) represents the frequency-

domain equalizer (FDE) block reported in Fig. 1.

UFMC versus OFDM complexity comparison. UFMC

transceivers have a higher complexity than OFDM

transceivers. Indeed, as seen from Fig 1, the UFMC

transmitter has B (the number of subbands) k-IFFTs and B
filtering operations, while at the receiver a 2k-FFT is required.

Conversely, in OFDM, only one k-IFFT at the transmitter

and one k-FFT at the receiver is required. UFMC is thus

more complex than OFDM, and this was to be expected since

UFMC provides additional features with respect to OFDM.

The increased complexity however can be easily managed

with current state-of-the-art hardware technology.

B. MIMO mmWave channel model

As already discussed, at mmWave the MIMO channel model

differs from the one usually employed at sub-6 GHz frequen-

cies [27], [28]. We provide here a brief description of the used

channel model and refer the reader to [32] for a complete

specification of all its parameters. Denoting by NR and NT

the number of receive and transmit antennas, respectively,

4The (m,n)-th entry of W2k,FFT is expressed as
1

√

2k
e−j2π(m−1)(n−1)/(2k) .

the propagation channel can be modeled as an (NR × NT )-
dimensional matrix-valued continuous time function, that we

denote by H(t). According to the popular clustered model for

MIMO mmWave channels, we assume that the propagation

environment is made of Ncl scattering clusters, each of which

contributes with Nray,i propagation paths i = 1, . . . , Ncl, plus

a possibly present LOS component. We denote by φr
i,l and φt

i,l

the azimuth angles of arrival and departure of the lth ray in the

ith scattering cluster, respectively; similarly, θri,l and θti,l are

the elevation angles of arrival and departure of the lth ray in

the ith scattering cluster, respectively. The impulse response

H(t) can be thus written as

H(t) = γ

Ncl∑

i=1

Nray,i∑

l=1

αi,l

√
L(ri,l)ar(φ

r
i,l, θ

r
i,l)·

aHt (φt
i,l, θ

t
i,l)δ(t− τi,l) +HLOS(t) . (10)

In the above equation, αi,l and L(ri,l) are the complex path

gain and the attenuation associated to the (i, l)-th propa-

gation path (whose length is denoted by ri,l), respectively;

τi,l = ri,l/c, with c the speed of light, is the propagation

delay associated with the (i, l)-th path. The complex gain

αi,l ∼ CN (0, σ2
α,i), with σ2

α,i = 1. The factors ar(φ
r
i,l, θ

r
i,l)

and at(φ
t
i,l, θ

t
i,l) represent the normalized receive and transmit

array response vectors evaluated at the corresponding angles

of arrival and departure; additionally, γ =

√
NRNT∑Ncl

i=1 Nray,i

is a normalization factor ensuring that the received signal

power scales linearly with the product NRNT . Additionally,

denoting by φr
LOS, φt

LOS, θrLOS, and θtLOS the departure angles

corresponding to the LOS link, the LOS component is

HLOS(t) = ILOS(d)
√
NRNT e

jη
√
L(d)ar(φ

r
LOS, θ

r
LOS)·

aHt (φt
LOS, θ

t
LOS)δ(t− τLOS) .

(11)

In the above equation, η ∼ U(0, 2π), while ILOS(d) is an

indicator function/Bernoulli random variable, equal to 1 if a

LOS link between transmitter and receiver exists – see [32]

for the full details.

III. TRANSCEIVER SCHEMES FOR MIMO-UFMC

MODULATION

Equipped with the mathematical model of the single-

antenna UFMC transceiver and with the above illustrated

mmWave MIMO channel model, we are now ready to address

the design of MIMO UFMC transceivers at mmWave. We

will refer to the scheme reported in Fig. 2. In order to

facilitate the reader, we report in Table I the meaning of the

main mathematical symbols used in the paper. We consider

a MIMO single-user transmitter-receiver pair that, for an

idealized scenario with a strictly orthogonal access scheme

and no out-of-cell interference may be also representative

of either the uplink or the downlink of a cellular system.

The content of this paper can be generalized with ordinary

efforts to the case a multiuser wireless system with co-channel

interference; however, for the sake of simplicity this situation

is not considered here. We denote by M the multiplexing
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S
S/P

S(1, :)

S(M, :)

QBB(n)

X(1, :)

X(NRF
T , :)

UFMC mod.

UFMC mod.

X̃BB

RF

transceiver

YBB

Discard the last

Lch − 1 symbols

Discard the last

Lch − 1 symbols

2k-FFT

2k-FFT

DBB(n) FDE P/S
Ŝ

Figure 2. Block scheme of the UFMC multi antenna transceiver. The dashed box "RF transceiver" contains the cascade of a bank of NRF
T transmit shaping

filters, a bank of NRF
T power amplifiers, the analog RF precoding matrix QRF, the NT transmit antennas, the (NR×NT )-dimensional matrix-valued MIMO

channel impulse response, the NR receive antennas, the analog RF postcoding matrix DRF, and a bank of NRF
R receive shaping filters.

Table I
MEANING OF THE MAIN MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

Symbol Interpretation

S matrix contains informational symbols

Ŝ
estimation of the matrix that contains
the informational symbols

Wk,IFFT , Wk,FFT k-points IFFT and FFT matrices

QBB(n), DBB(n)
digital precoding and postcoding
matrices on the n-th subcarrier

X
matrix containing information
symbols after the digital precoding

Pi
subcarriers selection matrix subcarrier
in the i-th subband

Gi

toeplitz matrix describing the discrete
convolution operation
with the i-th prototype filter

X̃BB
matrix at the output of
the MIMO-UFMC modulator

QRF, DRF digital precoding and postcoding matrices

H̃(ℓ)
matrix that contains the ℓ-th sample
of the MIMO channel

YBB matrix at the output of the RF transceiver

order, and by NRF
T < NT and NRF

R < NR the number of

RF chains at the transmitter and at the receiver, respectively.

Focusing, for the moment, on single packet transmission,

consider Mk data symbols; these symbols are arranged into

an (M × k)-dimensional matrix, that we denote by S. The

columns of S undergo a digital precoding transformation; in

particular, denoting by QBB(n) the (NRF
T ×M)-dimensional

matrix representing the digital precoder (to be specified in the

following) for the n-th column of S, the useful data at the

output of the digital precoding stage can be represented by

the (NRF
T × k)-dimensional matrix X, whose n-th column,

X(:, n) say, is expressed as X(:, n) = QBB(n)S(:, n). After

digital precoding, each of the NRF
T rows of the matrix X goes

through an UFMC modulator, as the one depicted in Fig. 1; the

outputs of the NRF
T parallel UFMC modulators can be grouped

in the matrix X̃BB of dimension [NRF
T × (k + L − 1)]. The

ℓ-th row of the output matrix X̃BB can be shown to be written

as

X̃BB(ℓ, :)
T=

B−1∑

i=0

GiWk,IFFTPiX(ℓ, :)T , (12)

Eq. (12) can be compactly written in matrix notations as

X̃BB = X
(∑B−1

i=0 PT
i W

T
k−IFFTG

T
i

)
. The columns of

X̃BB are then fed to the MIMO RF transceiver scheme,

that is made of the receive and transmit shaping filters, the

analog precoding and postcoding matrices QRF (of dimension

NT ×NRF
T ) and DRF (of dimension NR×NRF

R ), respectively,

and of the MIMO channel impulse response. Assuming that

the power amplifiers operate in the linear regime, the RF

transceiver block can be modeled as an LTI filter with (NRF
R ×

NRF
T )-dimensional matrix-valued impulse response L(ℓ) =√
PT

M DH
RFH̃(ℓ)QRF, wherein PT is the transmitted power,

H̃(ℓ), the sampled version of H(t), with ℓ = 0, . . . , Lch − 1,

is the matrix-valued (NR×NT )-dimensional millimeter wave

(mmWave) channel impulse response including also the trans-

mit and receive rectangular shaping filters [33], with Lch the

length of the channel impulse response (in discrete samples).

The output of the RF transceiver can be represented through

a matrix YBB of dimension [NRF
R × (k+L+Lch − 2)]. The

m-th column of YBB is easily seen to be expressed as

YBB(:,m)=DH
RF

[
Lch−1∑

ℓ=0

√
PT

M
H̃(ℓ)QRFX̃BB(:,m−ℓ)+w(m)

]
,

(13)

where we have assumed that X̃(:,m) is zero for m ≤ 0,

and the vector w(m) represents the additive thermal noise

contribution. Given the observable data YBB , we now present

some possible receiver algorithms. First of all, following the

usual UFMC processing, the last Lch−1 columns of the matrix

YBB are discarded, and each row of the resulting matrix, say

ỸBB , is passed through an FFT on 2k points. The output of

the FFT is downsampled by a factor of 2, so that we get a

matrix of dimension NRF
R × k, and finally, digital postcoding

is applied. Denoting by DBB(n) the (NRF
R ×M)-dimensional

matrix representing the digital postcoder (to be specified in the

following) for the n-th column of the data matrix, we finally

get a (M × k)-dimensional matrix Ydec, whose n-th column

can be shown to be approximately expressed as

Ydec(:, n) ≈
2k√
2

√
PT

M
DH

BB(n)D
H
RFH(2n− 1)QRF×

g̃⌊n/D⌋,(2n−1)QBB(n)S(:, n)+DH
BB(n)D

H
RFW(:, 2n−1) ,

(14)

with n = 1, . . . , k. In the above equation, H(ℓ) is an

NR × NT matrix whose (p, q)-th entry is the ℓ-th co-

efficient of the isometric 2k-point FFT of the sequence

H̃p,q(0), . . . , H̃p,q(Lch − 1); similarly, W(:, ℓ) is the ℓ-th
column of the matrix that contains the 2k-point FFT of

the [NR × (k + L+ Lch − 2)]-dimensional matrix defined as
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WN = [w(1), . . . ,w (k + L+ Lch − 2)]. Now, given (14), an

estimate of the n-th column of the data symbols matrix S can

be simply obtained as

Ŝid(:, n) = E(n)Ydec(:, n) , (15)

where

E(n) =

[
2k√
2

√
PT

M
DH

BB(n)D
H
RFH(2n− 1)

QRF g̃⌊n/D⌋,(2n−1)QBB(n)
]+

.

A different processing can be obtained by avoiding the use of

the approximate relation (14). We thus consider the received

matrix YBB in Eq. (13), discard the last Lch − 1 columns of

the matrix, and compute the FFT on 2k points:

Ydis = YBBD
T
Lch−1W2k,FFT (1 : k + L− 1, :) . (16)

An estimate of the n-th column of the data symbols matrix S

can be thus obtained as

Ŝdis(:, n) = E(n)Ydis(:, 2n− 1) . (17)

We can also avoid discarding the last Lch − 1 columns of

YBB; in this case we obtain the processing

Ŝno dis(:, n) = E(n)YBBW2k,FFT (1 : k+L+Lch−2, 2n−1) .
(18)

Eqs. (17) and (18), have to be computed for n = 1, . . . , k.

A. Channel dependent beamforming (CDB)

We now address the beamformers choice by referring to

(14), which shows that the precoding matrices multiply by

the right the FFT channel coefficient H(2n − 1), while the

postcoding matrices multiply this same coefficient by the left.

Denoting by Qopt(n) and Dopt(n) the “optimal” precoding

and postcoding matrices5 for the transmission and detection

of the n-th column of S, it is seen from (14) that, upon letting

H(ℓ) = U(ℓ)Λ(ℓ)V
H
(ℓ) be the singular-value-decomposition

of H(ℓ), the matrix Qopt(n) should contain on its columns

the M columns of V(2n − 1) associated with the largest

eigenvalues of H(2n− 1), and, similarly, the matrix Dopt(n)
should contain on its columns the M columns of U(2n− 1)
associated with the largest eigenvalues of H(2n − 1). No-

tice that the illustrated beamformers depend on the channel

impulse response, whose knowledge is thus assumed at this

stage: this explains why we use the acronym CDB to denote

these beamformers.

Now, given the matrices Qopt(n) and Dopt(n), we need

a procedure for finding the beamformers QBB(n), QRF,

DBB(n), and DRF reported in Fig. 2, so as to take into

account the fact that the number of RF chains is smaller

than the number of effective antennas, and, thus, hybrid

analog/digital beamforming is to be used. Several algorithms

are available in the open literature for approximating a given

desired beamformer with an hybrid analog/digital structure;

in this paper, we use the iterative approximation algorithm

reported in [34], omitting further details for the sake of brevity.

5By the adjective “optimal” we mean here the beamforming matrices that
we would use in the case in which the number of RF chains coincides with
the number of antennas.

IV. MIMO-UFMC SCHEME WITH LINEAR MMSE

EQUALIZATION AT THE RECEIVER

The transceiver processing described in the previous section

requires the knowledge of the channel impulse response and

is suited for a single packet transmission, i.e. for the case in

which a single isolated block of k symbols is transmitted.

In practice, however, especially when considering massive

broadband connections, several blocks are to be continuously

transmitted. In this case, consecutive UFMC blocks are usually

spaced in discrete-time by a number of intervals equal to L−1;

this choice guarantees that the signals corresponding to con-

tiguous blocks at the output of the Dolph-Chebyshev subband

filtering do not interfere, so that no interblock interference

(IBI) takes place at the transmitter side. However, since the

channel is time-dispersive, at the receiver there will be IBI: in

particular, the first Lch−1 samples of the received vector ỹ in

Eq. (7) will be corrupted by the tail of the preceding block of

data symbols – see Fig 3 for a graphical representation of the

described situation. In this case, the single packet processing

described in the previous section is suboptimal and alternative

interference-suppressing schemes are to be envisaged. In the

Figure 3. Temporal separation (in discrete time) of the data packets in UFMC.

following, we thus describe a linear MMSE-based processing

operating directly on the matrix YBB reported in (13) and

suited for multiple packet transmission and reception, with

and without the insertion of guard times among consecutive

packets.

A. Channel independent beamforming (CIB)

First of all, we comment on the beamformers choice. As

seen from the scheme of Fig. 4 the MMSE equalization

block incorporates the digital baseband beamformer at the

receiver, while a channel-independent beamformer is used at

the transmitter and in the RF section of the receiver so as

to avoid the explicit need of channel state information. We

thus propose a channel-independent beamforming scheme that

can be easily implemented through the use of 0-1 switches.

To this end, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the

ratios NRF
T /M , NT /N

RF
T , and NR/N

RF
R are integer numbers.

In particular, the digital precoding (NRF
T × M)-dimensional

matrices are

QCI
BB(n) = IM ⊗ 1NRF

T
/M ∀n = 1, . . . , k , (19)

where IM is the (M × M)-dimensional identity matrix and

1NRF
T

/M is the
NRF

T

M -dimensional vector whose entries are all
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equal to 1, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Notice also

that the above defined digital precoding matrices are no longer

dependent on the subcarrier index. The analog precoding

(NT ×NRF
T )- dimensional matrix is

QCI
RF = INRF

T
⊗ 1NT /NRF

T
, (20)

and the analog postcoding (NR ×NRF
R )- dimensional matrix

is

DCI
RF = INRF

R
⊗ 1NR/NRF

R
. (21)

B. LMMSE receiver processing

The receiver processing is adaptive and so it, based on

the transmission of training packets, automatically learns the

interference-suppressing detection matrix; as a consequence,

the detection strategy that we are going to illustrate is suited

for multiple packet transmission, either with a guard-time

between them, as recommended in [12] and depicted in Fig.

3, or with no guard-time at all.

To begin with, we notice that, given the matrix YBB , upon

letting yBB = vec(YBB), the LMMSE estimate of the k-th

column of the data matrix S is obtained as:

Ŝ(:, k) = E
[
S(:, k)yH

BB

]
E
[
yBBy

H
BB

]−1
yBB . (22)

The above equation, however, can be hardly implemented in

practice for two reasons. First, it requires accurate knowledge

of the channel impulse response and of the transmitted powers

in order to be able to compute the statistical expectations in

(22); and, then, it involves numerical computations on vectors

and matrices with size NRF
R (k+L+Lch−2), which can be a

fairly large number. The former problem can be circumvented

by resorting to adaptive signal processing schemes, while the

latter can be addressed by processing vectors of reduced size,

i.e. by properly windowing the received data vector based on

the data symbol that we are interested in decoding. To this

end, in order to compact the contribution of each data symbol

to few entries of the received data, we have to consider an

FFT processing of the rows of the data matrix YBB; let us

denote by ZBB the
(
NRF

R × 2k
)
-dimensional matrix contains

the 2k-points FFT of the matrix YBB in Eq. (13), i.e.,

ZBB = YBBW2k,FFT (1 : k + L+ Lch − 2, :) . (23)

We denote by J the window size, i.e. the number of columns of

the matrix ZBB that we use to decode the symbols transmitted

on the generic subcarrier; otherwise stated to limit system

complexity, we use a window of data of dimension JNRF
R .

In order to estimate the symbols transmitted on the n-th

subcarrier, we consider the
(
NRF

R × J
)
-dimensional matrix

Z
(n)
BB, namely Z

(n)
BB is made of J columns judiciously selected

from the full matrix ZBB, as fully explained in Algorithm

1. We denote by z
(n)
BB the vector-stacked version of Z

(n)
BB, i.e.

z
(n)
BB = vec

(
Z
(n)
BB

)
, and we consider the linear processing

Ŝmmse(:, n) = DH
mmse(n)z

(n)
BB . (24)

In order to determine the detection matrix Dmmse(n), we

assume that Ncov training packets are transmitted; letting

Algorithm 1 Procedure for the selection of the quantities

R̃z,n, R̃zs,n and ZBB,n, so as to determine the J columns

of ZBB that contain the most significant contribution from

the symbols in the n-th column of the data matrix S. The

notation R̃z(a : b) denotes selection of a submatrix of R̃z

containing the entries whose column and row coordinates are

in the range (a : b).

1: if n == 1 or n == k then

2: if n == 1 then

3: Imin,1 = 1, Imax,1 = J−2, Imin,2 = 2k−1, Imax,2 =
2k

4: else if n == k then

5: Imin,1 = 1, Imax,1 = 2, Imin,2 = 2k−J+3, Imax,2 =
2k

6: end if

7: Z
(n)
BB = [ZBB (:, Imin,1 : Imax,1) ,ZBB (:, Imin,2 : Imax,2)].

8: Rz,n =
[
R̃z

(
NRF

R (Imin,1 − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax,1

)
,

9: R̃z

(
NRF

R (Imin,2 − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax,2

)]
.

10: Rzs,n =
[
R̃

(n)
zs

(
NRF

R (Imin,1 − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax,1, :

)
,

11: R̃
(n)
zs

(
NRF

R (Imin,2 − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax,2, :

)]
.

12: else

13: if 2n− J
2 ≥ 1 and 2n+ J

2 − 1 ≤ 2k then

14: Imin = 2n− J
2 , Imax = 2n+ J

2 − 1
15: else if 2n− J

2 < 1 then

16: Imin = 1, Imax = J
17: else if 2n+ J

2 − 1 > 2k then

18: Imin = 2k − J + 1, Imax = 2k
19: end if

20: Z
(n)
BB = ZBB

(
:, NRF

R (Imin − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax

)
.

21: Rz,n = R̃z

(
NRF

R (Imin − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax

)
.

22: Rzs,n = R̃
(n)
zs

(
NRF

R (Imin − 1) + 1 : NRF
R Imax, :

)
.

23: end if

zBB,ℓ be the data vector coming from the ℓ-th data packet,

we build the following time-averaged covariance matrices:

R̃z =
1

Ncov

Ncov∑

ℓ=1

zBB,ℓz
H
BB,ℓ , (25)

R̃(n)
zs =

1

Ncov

Ncov∑

ℓ=1

zBB,ℓSℓ(:, n)
H . (26)

Using Algorithm 1, we extract from R̃z and R̃
(n)
zs the matrices

Rz,n and Rzs,n, and, finally, build the detection matrix

Dmmse(n) = R−1
z,nRzs,n . (27)

C. LMMSE receiver processing with learning capabilities

The detection matrix in (27) is based on time-averaged

estimates of suitable covariance matrices, as shown in (25)

and (26); the considered time-averages equally weight the

Ncov training packets, and, moreover, (27) entails a matrix

inversion, a task that is usually computationally intensive. In

time-varying environments, and in situations where receiver
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Figure 4. Block scheme of the MIMO-UFMC MMSE-based multi antenna transceiver.

Algorithm 2 NLMS Algorithm. Let µ be a positive step-size,

ǫ, a small positive parameter, LT the length of the training

interval and denote by (̂·) the minimum-distance projection of

(·) on the used modulation constellation.

1: if i ≤ LT then

2: wi = wi−1 +
µ

ǫ+||ui||2u
H
i [d(i)− uiwi−1]

3: else

4: wi = wi−1 +
µ

ǫ+||ui||2u
H
i

[
ûiwi−1 − uiwi−1

]

5: end if

complexity is an issue, it is convenient to resort to adaptive and

recursive implementations of the LMMSE receiver. Indeed, re-

cursive algorithms serve at least two purposes. First, they have

a learning and tracking capability that weighs more the recent

past, so that changes in the channel impulse response or in the

interference can be fastly incorporated in the receiver; this thus

results in the capability to learn the interference environment

and, it its changes are relatively slow, to continuously adapt

to it. Second, they do not rely on direct matrix inversion as

in (27) and so have a lower computational complexity. In the

considered scenario, each packet contains MK data symbols,

so MK adaptive learning algorithms are to be run in parallel

with iterations occurring on a timescale equal to the inverse

of the packet frequency; we denote by Sℓ the data matrix for

the ℓ-th packet. The procedures work as follows. Consider the

vector zBB,ℓ containing the 2k-dimensional data from the ℓ-
th data packet. Assuming that we are interested to detect the

data sequence that happens to be located on the n-th column

of the data matrices . . . ,Sℓ,Sℓ+1, . . ., use the procedure in Al-

gorithm 1 to obtain the useful JNRF
R -dimensional data vector,

zBB,ℓ(n) say. The vectors . . . , z
(n)
BB,ℓ, z

(n)
BB,ℓ+1, . . . can be thus

used as an input to an adaptive algorithm in order to detect the

data on the n-th column of the data matrices . . . ,Sℓ,Sℓ+1, . . ..
Several adaptive algorithms can be used to approximate the

linear MMSE receiver. In the following we briefly report some

details on the Normalized Least-Mean-Squares (NLMS) and

the Recursive-Least-Squares (RLS) algorithms [35]. For ease

of notation, we denote by d(ℓ) the desired quantity in the

ℓ-th temporal interval (e.g., the (m, k)-th entry of Sℓ), by uℓ

the JNRF
R -dimensional observable vector, in row-format, to be

processed in the ℓ-th temporal interval, and by wℓ the estimate

of the optimal filter at the ℓ-th temporal interval, so that the

soft estimate of d(ℓ) is obtained as uℓwℓ. The NLMS and the

RLS procedures are reported in Algorithm 2 and in Algorithm

3, respectively.

Computational complexity. We now provide remarks on the

Algorithm 3 RLS Algorithm. Let ǫ be a small positive

parameter and λ is a close to unity, but smaller than unity,

constant, usually named the forgetting factor.

1: if i ≤ LT then

2: wi = wi−1 +
λ−1

Piu
H
i

1+λ−1uiPi−1u
H
i

[d(i)− uiwi−1]

3: else

4: wi = wi−1 +
λ−1

Piu
H
i

1+λ−1uiPi−1u
H
i

[
ûiwi−1 − uiwi−1

]

5: end if

6: Pi = λ−1
[
Pi−1 − λ−1

Pi−1u
H
i uiPi−1

1+λ−1uiPi−1u
H
i

]

complexity of the proposed procedures. Algorithm 1 is simply

an entry selection procedure that does not involve any com-

putation; for each subcarrier, it simply selects the data that

will be used in the following data decoding algorithms, so its

complexity is negligible. To decode the data symbols in each

packet, MK learning algorithms are to be run in parallel. With

regard to the NLMS algorithms, detailed in Algorithm 2, the

complexity is linear with the dimension of the input data [35],

so that the complexity can be approximated as O
(
MKJNRF

R

)

per decoded packet. For the case in which we use MK
RLS algorithms (detailed in Algorithm 3), the complexity of

each algorithm is quadratic with the dimension of the input

data [35], so that the complexity can be approximated as

O
[
MK

(
JNRF

R

)2]
per decoded packet.

V. PERFORMANCE MEASURES, ANALYSIS, AND

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now provide numerical results showing the performance

of the proposed MIMO-UFMC transceiver architectures. We

will consider three different performance measures. The first

one is the root mean square error (RMSE) defined as

RMSE = E

[ |s− ŝ|2
|s|2

]
, (28)

where s and ŝ are the generic symbol transmitted and esti-

mated, respectively.

The second one is the usual BER, while, finally, the third

one is the throughput, that is measured in bit/s, and depends on

the system BER and on the cardinality of the used modulation.

Denoting by Ts the signaling time, i.e. assuming that the

modulator transmits a data-symbol of cardinality M every Ts

seconds, kM symbols are transmitted in (k+L−1)Ts seconds,

if a guard interval is inserted among consecutive packets, and

in kTs seconds, in the case in which packets are continuously

transmitted with no time-spacing among them. Denoting by
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W the communication bandwidth, and assuming Ts = 1/W ,

the throughput TG for the former scenario can be written as

TG =
W log2 (M) kM

k + L− 1
(1− BER) [bit/s] , (29)

while, instead, in the latter situation we have

TNG = W log2 (M)M(1− BER) [bit/s] . (30)

A. Mathematical Analysis

We now provide a closed-form expression for the BER

of the two main architectures detailed in the paper, i.e. the

MIMO-UFMC transceiver of Section III and the MIMO-

UFMC scheme with MMSE equalization at the receiver of

Section IV. For the closed form of the BER, we resort to

the Gaussian Approximation (GA) of the interference [36].

Assuming the use of Gray coding, and a Q-ary quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM), the BER is expressed as

BERQ−QAM =
1

log2(Q)
×

(
1−

[
1−

√
Q−1√
Q

erfc
(√

3 SINR
2(Q−1)

)]2)
,

(31)

where SINR is the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio, to

be computed in the following.

Consider now the case of MIMO-UFMC processing. Eq.

(15) can be written as

Ŝid(:, n) = S(:, n) +E(n)DH
BB(n)D

H
RFW(:, 2n− 1) , (32)

with the noise contribution W(:, 2n− 1) expressed as [33]

W(:, 2n− 1) =
[INR

⊗W2k,FFT (2n− 1, 1 : k + L+ Lch − 2)] vec
(
WT

N

)
.

(33)

Denoting by CW the correlation matrix of the rows of the

matrix WN that contains the noise, the SINR for the MIMO-

UFMC processing on the n-th subcarrier, can be written as

SINR
(n)
MIMO−UFMC =

1

tr
(
B(n)C̃WB(n)H

) , (34)

where C̃W = [INR
⊗CW] and

B(n) =E(n)DH
BB(n)D

H
RF×

[INR
⊗W2k,FFT (2n− 1, 1 : k + L+ Lch − 2)] .

(35)

Consider now the MIMO-UFMC scheme with linear MMSE

equalization at the receiver, and in particular Eq. (24), where

we assume, for ease of notation, that z
(n)
BB = zBB = vec (ZBB),

so that we are considering all the columns of the matrix ZBB

in order to decode the M symbols in the n-th column of the

data matrix S. After some algebraic manipulations, using the

properties of the vec(·) operator and of the Kronecker product,

it can be shown that zBB can be written as follows

zBB =

√
PT

M
Ās +Bw , (36)

where s = vec (S), w = vec (WN),

B = W2k,FFT (1 : k + L+ Lch − 2, :)T ⊗DH
RF , (37)

Ā =
[
W2k,FFT (1 : k + L+ Lch − 2, :)T ⊗ INRF

R

]
×

Ach

(
UT ⊗ INRF

R

)
Q̃BB ,

(38)

with Ach is the convolution matrix defined starting from

Eq. (13), U =
(∑B−1

i=0 PT
i W

T
k−IFFTG

T
i

)
, and Q̃BB =

blkdiag (QBB(1), . . . ,QBB(n)).
Exploiting (36), (24) can be rewritten as

Ŝmmse(:, n) =

√
PT

M
DH

mmse(n)ĀnS(:, n)

+

√
PT

M
DH

mmse(n)Ān̄sn̄ +DH
mmse(n)Bw ,

(39)

where Ān = Ā(:, (n−1)M+1 : (n−1)M+M), Ān̄ contains

all the columns of the matrix Ā except the ones in Ān and sn̄
contains all the entries of the vector s except the entries from

the [(n − 1)M + 1]-th to the [(n − 1)M + M ]-th. Based on

(39), the n-th subcarrier SINR for the case of MIMO-UFMC

architecture with linear MMSE at the receiver can be finally

written as

SINR
(n)
UFMC−MMSE =

PT

M tr
(
DH

mmse(n)ĀnĀ
H
n Dmmse(n)

)

PT

M tr
(
DH

mmse(n)
(
Ān̄Ā

H
n̄ +B CWB

H
)
Dmmse(n)

) ,

(40)

with CW = [CW ⊗ INR
]. Inserting (34) and (40) into in

(31) it is possible to have an approximate expression for the

system BER, for the cases of MIMO-UFMC processing and of

MIMO-UFMC with linear MMSE equalization at the receiver,

respectively.

B. Numerical Results

In order to produce numerical results, we consider a com-

munication bandwidth of W = 500 MHz centered over a

mmWave carrier frequency. The MIMO propagation channel

has been generated according to the statistical procedure

described in [32], [33]. We assume a distance between trans-

mitter and receiver of 50 meters. The additive thermal noise

is assumed to have a power spectral density of -174 dBm/Hz,

while the front-end receiver is assumed to have a noise figure

of 3 dB. For the prototype filter in the UFMC modulators we

use a Dolph-Chebyshev filter with length L = 16 and side-lobe

attenuation with respect to the peak of the main lobe equal to

100 dB. We use k = 128 subcarriers, and B = 8 subbands

(which leads to D = 16 subcarriers in each subband). We

consider the antenna configuration NR × NT = 16 × 64,

and we assume hybrid beamforming with NRF
T = 16 and

NRF
R = 4 RF chains. For single packet transmission and

reception, in the figures we denote as “UFMC-id” the case

in which the estimate of the n-th column of the data symbols

matrix S is expressed as (15), as “UFMC-dis” the case in

which we use (17), as “UFMC-no dis” the case in which

we use (18), as “UFMC-mmse” the case in which we use

(24). With regard to the multiple packet transmission, we
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label with “UFMC-mmse-G” the case in which we adopt the

LMMSE receive and consecutive packets are spaced apart by

L − 1 time intervals; finally we label with “UFMC-mmse-

NG” the case in which the LMMSE receiver is adopted

and packets are continuously transmitted. The acronyms SP

and MP will be used to distinguish the case of isolated

single-packet transmission from the case of multiple packet

transmission. We will also consider the effect on the system

performance of phase noise generated by the local oscillators

at the receiver. Details on the phase noise model are reported

in the Appendix, while the PhaseNoise System objectTM in

the Communications System ToolboxTM of MATLAB has been

used to generate the phase noise in the numerical simulations.

1) System performance with no phase noise: Fig. 5 shows

the performance of the considered transceiver schemes ne-

glecting the phase noise at the receiver. In particular, the figure

reports the three discussed performance measures versus the

transmit power, assuming 4-QAM modulation, and with two

different values of the multiplexing order, that is M = 1 and

M = 4. Both the cases of CDB and CIB are considered,

as well as the cases of SP and MP transmission, with and

without the guard time between consecutive packets. The

following comments can be done. First of all, from subplots

(a) - (d) it is seen that there is a considerable performance gap

between the case of CDB and of CIB: this behavior appears

reasonable and can be justified by noticing that when using

CIB no information on the channel coefficients is needed at the

transmitter. Moreover, it is seen that when considering multiple

packet transmission, including a guard time among consecutive

packets has a very negligible effect on the system BER and

RMSE; otherwise stated, the proposed MMSE receiver is

capable of managing the increased inter-packet interference

that arises when data packets are continuously transmitted

with no spacing among them, achieving a BER and a RMSE

almost indistinguishable from the case in which packets are

spaced by a guard time. This, in turn, has a large impact on the

system throughput, as shown in subplots (e) - (f). Indeed, it is

seen that the removal of the guard time allows increasing the

system throughput of about 13 - 15 %, thus confirming that

tolerating an increased interference level is compensated by a

considerable increase in the system throughput. Subplots (e) -

(f) also show that the structures with CIB eventually achieve,

for large values of the transmitted power, the same throughput

as the structures with CDB.

Fig. 6 is devoted to the validation of the BER approximation

(31). Indeed, the figure shows the system BER in the case of

single packet transmission for the considered MIMO-UFMC

architectures, for both QPSK and 64-QAM modulation. It is

seen that the GA provides a lower bound of the BER, expe-

cially in the low-SINR regime, while in the region of interest

of high-SNR regime it gives a very good approximation of the

simulated BER. The observed gap for the low-SINR region

is due to the fact that the 1/ log2(Q) factor, coming from

the Gray coding approximation, is too optimistic. In any case,

what really matters is the fact that in the large-SINR region the

GA works well, since in this region performing MonteCarlo

simulations requires increasingly large large CPU times.

2) Impact of phase noise: We now study the system per-

formance in the presence of phase noise. Fig. 7 reports the

system BER versus the transmitted power for the several con-

sidered transceiver architectures, for two values of the phase

noise intensity, and for 4-QAM and 64-QAM modulations.

In particular, we consider the cases of weak phase noise

intensity, corresponding to the choice LPN = −60 dBc/Hz

and foffset = 100 Hz, and of strong phase noise, where

LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and foffset = 1 MHz (see the appendix

for the definition of these parameters). Interestingly, we see

that 64-QAM modulation, while being somewhat robust to

weak phase noise, is more sensitive than 4-QAM modulation

to phase noise. This behavior is intuitively justified by noting

that increasing the modulation cardinality the size of the

Voronoi regions associated to the points of the modulation

constellation gets reduced, thus increasing the likelihood that

the phase noise leads to a wrong decision on the transmitted

symbol. As a consequence, the modulation cardinality should

be chosen as a trade-off between the need to send as much as

possible information per symbol interval, and the need to not

increase too much the system BER, which, ultimately, leads

to a reduction in the system throughput.

3) Performance of adaptive learning algorithms: Finally,

Figs. 8 and 9 report the RMSE learning curves, and the steady-

state BER and throughput for the NMLS and RLS adaptive

algorithms, respectively, for 4-QAM modulation. Again, two

different intensities of the phase noise are considered, while

both figures refer to the case of single stream transmission

(i.e., M = 1) and CIB is assumed. Fig. 8 also report, as

dashed horizontal lines, the steady-state RMSE achieved by

the adaptive LMMSE algorithm performing the processing

(24). A comparison with the case in which no phase noise

is present is also reported for benchmarking purposes. Fig. 8

shows that both the NLMS and the RLS algorithms exhibit a

decreasing RMSE; it is shown that the recursive algorithms,

as it is well-known, exhibit some excess error with respect to

the adaptive LMMSE processing in (24): this is indeed the

price to be paid to have lower computational complexity and

enhanced tracking capabilities in time-varying environments.

From Fig. 9 we can see that the recursive algorithms achieve

good performance also in terms of steady-state BER and

throughput. The gap between the curves corresponding to the

presence of phase noise and the curves obtained in the ideal

situation of no phase noise for the recursive algorithms is

smaller than the gap observed for the LMMSE receiver (24),

even for the case of strong phase noise. The plots thus confirm

that the proposed recursive algorithms, thanks to their tracking

capabilities, have a higher degree of immunity to phase noise

effects.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has been focused on the design and the anal-

ysis of MIMO-UFMC transceivers operating at mmWave

frequencies. Several signal processing schemes have been

developed for data detection, taking into account the hybrid

nature of the beamformers, and considering also the use

of channel-independent beamformers at the transmitter. The
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Figure 5. Performance measures of MIMO-UFMC transceiver architectures versus transmit power, with CDB and CIB, 4-QAM modulation, and no phase
noise. Subfigure (a): BER versus transmit power, M = 1; subfigure (b): BER versus transmit power, M = 4; subfigure (c): RMSE versus transmit power,
M = 1; subfigure (d): RMSE versus transmit power, M = 4; subfigure (e): throughput versus transmit power, M = 1; subfigure (f): throughput versus
transmit power, M = 4.
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Figure 6. Comparison between the BER performance obtained with simulations and with the GA of MIMO-UFMC transceiver architectures with CDB and
CIB, no phase noise and single packet transmission. Subfigure (a): 4-QAM modulation; subfigure (b): 64-QAM modulation.

proposed receivers have been extensively tested, also for the

relevant scenario where multiple consecutive UFMC packets

are transmitted with no inter-packet spacing. The results have

shown that the proposed receivers are well capable of handling

the increased interference arising from the absence of guard

intervals, leading thus to an overall throughput increase of

about 13 - 15 %. The paper has also evaluated the effect

of phase noise at the receiver; in particular, while using a

modulation with large cardinality leads to increased vulner-

ability to phase noise, results have shown that the proposed

recursive implementations of the LMMSE algorithm exhibit

a larger degree of immunity to phase noise. Overall, results

have shown that UFMC is an outstanding modulation scheme

that can be effectively coupled with MIMO architectures.

The research results of this paper can be extended along

many directions. First of all, beyond phase noise, other

hardware imperfections such as non-linear power amplifiers

might be considered and included in the analysis. Then, the

coupling of the proposed transceivers with a massive MIMO

architecture, wherein large antenna arrays are present at one

side, if not at both sides [37] of the communication link, could

be investigated. Finally, while the paper analyzed a single-

user scenario, the extension of the proposed approach to a

multiuser scenario is certainly worth being considered, along

with the design of proper power control algorithms for sum-

rate maximization.
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Figure 7. BER versus transmit power, performance of MIMO-UFMC transceiver architectures with CDB and CIB, and phase noise at the receiver: in subfigure
(a) LPN = −60 dBc/Hz and foffset = 100 Hz, 4-QAM modulation, in subfigure (b) LPN = −60 dBc/Hz and foffset = 100 Hz, 64-QAM modulation,
in subfigure (c) LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and foffset = 1 MHz, 4-QAM modulation, in subfigure (d) LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and foffset = 1 MHz, 64-QAM
modulation.
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Figure 8. Learning curve with M = 1, PT = 0 dBW, 4-QAM modulation, Npkt = 500, LT = 200 and CIB. In (a) NLMS algorithm, LPN = −60
dBc/Hz and foffset = 100 Hz; in (b) RLS algorithm, LPN = −60 dBc/Hz and foffset = 100 Hz; in (c) NLMS algorithm, LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and
foffset = 1 MHz; in (d) RLS algorithm, LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and foffset = 1 MHz

APPENDIX - PHASE NOISE MODELING

In the following we provide details on the modeling of the

phase noise at the receiver. Each RF chain at the receiver is

assumed to contain a local oscillator (LO) with a synchronous

distribution, i.e. a single reference signal is distributed to all

the LOs in the RF chains which independently generate local

oscillation signals [38]–[40]. Denoting by φi(n) the phase

noise introduced by the LO in the i-th RF chain, we thus

define the following NRF
R ×NRF

R diagonal matrix containing

the contribution of phase noise on each RF chain:

Φ̃(n) = diag
(
ejφ1(n), . . . , e

jφ
NRF

R
(n)
)

. (41)

Given (41), the output of the RF transceiver reported in

Eq. (13), in presence of phase noise at the receiver, can be

represented through a matrix ỸBB of dimension [NRF
R × (k+

L+ Lch − 2)], whose n-th column is expressed as

ỸBB(:, n)=Φ̃(n)

Lch−1∑

ℓ=0

√
PT

M
DH

RFH̃(ℓ)QRFX̃BB(:, n− ℓ)

+DH
RFw(n) , (42)

with n = 1, 2, . . . , k + L + Lch − 2. For the generation of

the phase noise we use the procedure reported in [41]. In

particular, the sequence . . . , φi(n), φi(n+1), . . . is obtained by

considering a sequence of i.i.d. Gaussian real random variates

and by passing them through a linear time-invariant filter.
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Figure 9. BER and throughput performance of NLMS and RLS algorithms. In (a) BER versus transmit power, LPN = −60 dBc/Hz and foffset = 100
Hz; in (b) BER versus transmit power, LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and foffset = 1 MHz; in (c) throughput versus transmit power, LPN = −60 dBc/Hz and
foffset = 100 Hz; in (d) throughput versus transmit power, LPN = −89 dBc/Hz and foffset = 1 MHz.

An IIR digital filter is used in which the numerator coeffi-

cient λPN is

λPN =

√
2πfoffset10

LPN
10 , (43)

where foffset is the frequency offset in Hz and LPN is the

phase noise level in dBc/Hz. The denominator coefficients γm
are recursively determined as

γm = (m− 2.5)
γm−1

m− 1
, (44)

where γ1 = 1 and m = 1, . . . , 64.
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